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About This Game

THE HARDEST MURDER TO SOLVE IS YOUR OWN.

Murdered: Soul Suspect is a supernatural detective thriller which challenges players to solve possibly the hardest case of all…
their own murder.

When Ronan O’Connor, a detective with a chequered past, gets caught up in a violent burglary, his life is brought to an untimely
end by a brutal and relentless killer.

Shocked to find himself in the afterlife, his only escape from the limbo world of ‘Dusk’ is to uncover the truth behind his killer,
track him down and bring him to justice using his detective instinct and new-found supernatural abilities.

As Ronan, you have the freedom to explore the modern-day town of Salem: its New England-style wooden houses, narrow
streets, gothic churches and mental asylum for clues. Battle demonic spirits to save your soul and uncover the shocking

revelations about who is responsible for your death.

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

A dark, detective thriller with a supernatural twist: solving your own murder from the afterlife.
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A twisting storyline supported by a great cast of characters constantly raises questions over the secrets that Salem hides.

Explore the world of the living and dead in Salem, a brooding city with deep-rooted ties to the supernatural and
mysterious. Move freely from one haunting location to the next and even if you have completed your investigation,
return to previous scenes to follow new leads.

Investigate your murder using supernatural skills; possess people to read their minds, influence their thoughts, or see and
hear what they know. Follow leads by walking-through walls and teleporting. Discover new information by revealing
memories hidden in the Dusk or interrogating the dead. Use poltergeist skills to create distractions and learn further
clues.

Seek-out hundreds of collectibles, side-quests and cases from Salem’s citizens past to learn facts about the town and its
people, improve your detective ranking and help you piece together the truth about the killer.

Survive powerful demonic spirits who devour souls in a belief that they can regain their own. Strategically use
supernatural abilities to evade and outwit them before they tear away your soul forever.
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Title: Murdered: Soul Suspect
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Airtight Games
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista 64bit with Platform Update for Windows Vista

Processor: High-Performance Dual Core CPU or Quad Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon™ HD 3870 512MB RAM / Nvidia GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 12 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish
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Weird asf, only $2.. More games like this Diffrent Story Lines Great Game Loved it so much need More. A pretty good
detective game with pretty good story. Not too long aswell. Great gameplay and decent graphics for that time. Get it on sale for
sure!. Even though the gameplay is so-so, but I enjoy the story, keeps making me wonder about the truth and it finishes with a
great ending.. Well, what to say....
It was a very short game in which you're the worst ghost detective ever which, considering your police department had the most
useless cops ever, makes you the only one capable of finding this killer.
The story was very short and, even then, you wish it was even shorter, with all the horrible "investigations" who lead you to
figure out that someone died cause they died or something equally as bad.
To top it all off, unskippable credits.
But I guess if you want to try it, wait for it to be HEAVILY discounted (as in maybe 2 bucks at most).
In summary:
Story: 5\/10 (If it wasn't slowed down so much by the "game" inbetween, it would be decent and slightly engaging, even though
extremely predictable from the moment you realize the town in which you live)
Gameplay: 2\/10 (Which is basically a tedious collection of either useless clues out of which you'll only use 3 at most, or an
endless amount of collectibles placed randomly to try and make you explore the map, or the rare "combat" which is based on
one of the least engaging mechanics I've ever seen in a game)
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If you want challenging combat, difficult detective cases, or long and meaningful sidequests, you might want to give this gave a
miss.
However, if you're looking for a game with stunning atmosphere and an interesting plot, I would recommend it.
Overall, I enjoyed it, but I suspect it would work better as a film.
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